
and supportive of Skills for the 

Future in the region."  

Sarah Baker, who was unable 

to make it on the day, was 

represented by her            

organisation, who recalled 

Sarah’s great enjoyment of 

being part of the Elgar      

Birthplace Museum’s recent 

facelift and success in setting 

–up online education        

resources.  

As for the highlight of my time 

so far, the highs and lows of 

the exhibition design process, 

and seeing my ideas come to 

fruition in the Science and 

Technology area is the most 

rewarding role that I’m very 

lucky to have been entrusted 

with. 

As the afternoon closed with a 

visit to The Cathedral and 

Hurd Library, we returned to 

our placements refreshed and 

refocused. Though our     

backgrounds and prior      

experiences revealed a wide 

variety in our training,        

education and interest, what 

was clear and present from all 

trainees was our passion and 

dedication to the traineeships, 

and our organisations. 

 

 

By Laura Butland 

 

After 7 months in our      

placements, and weeks of 

preparation, we gave our first 

formal presentations to the 

Skills for the Future steering 

group partners and our HLF 

Grants Officer , Lucy Caruana, 

on the 8th February.  

Presentations 

In an opportunity to reflect on 

the traineeships, all six host 

organisations and four of the    

trainees gathered at the 

Worcester Porcelain Museum. 

Each of us were tasked with 

presenting an overview of our 

placements, summarising the 

skills and experiences we’ve 

gained so far. Robin Hill, 

Worcester County Council 

Museums Manager, made 

informal introductions as we 

gathered all together for the 

first time since Christmas, 

with the exception of one 

trainee who was unable to 

attend.  An introduction and 

welcome by project                  

co-coordinator Alex Kinnersley 

set the scene, and gave an 

overview of the three         

elements of the traineeship; 

work based learning, formal 

training and academic       

qualifications in the form of 

post graduate certificates.  

Highlights 

Highlights were recounted 

from all of the trainees, with 

Sarah Stretton saying  

“Studying the Hurd letters has 

been a highlight for me. We 

have over 20 volumes of letter 

books, which give a fantastic 

oversight of the life of Bishop 

Hurd from his early twenties 

until his eighties. There is so 

much personality contained in 

these letters and they paint a 

picture of a fascinating and 

influential man.”  

Meanwhile Tamsin revelled in 

“exploring the anatomy of 

medieval manuscripts and 

learning how to care for 

them”.  

Shabeena said "A definite  

highlight has been making 

new acquaintances in  

Worcestershire; these include 

Philip Serrell, Henry and    

Barbara Sandon,                

representatives of partner 

organisations and              

unquestionably, my fellow 

trainees! The network       

available to us is encouraging  
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By Laura Butland 

 

It’s been another busy few 

months as our HLF-funded 

creative community project 

focusing on sexual love has 

made some exciting      

progress. We’ve now met 

with the participants three 

times, experiencing       

immersive theatre with our 

artist Mark Ellis, watching 

films and handling medical 

instruments, and           

navigating the former    

Infirmary through games 

and photographs. The   

challenge of organising and 

keeping the momentum for 

this project going has been 

a completely new           

opportunity that I wasn’t 

expecting, but has been 

fantastically   rewarding. 

The end result will see us 

produce an art piece as a 

group to be   displayed in 

the Infirmary when the   

gallery opens in July, and 

will hopefully give all the 

participants a sense of 

ownership over the new 

Museum. I can’t wait to see 

what happens! 

Spring cleaning at the 

George Marshall       

Medical Museum 

With so many fantastic  

objects at the Museum, it 

can sometimes seem a 

daunting task to keep the 

cases clean and fresh with 

new objects and             

interpretation. We’ve     

recently been rotating   

objects from the store back 

into the collection on     

display, and looking after   

objects already in cases. 

My favourite item has been 

the letter from Queen    

Alexandra and British Red 

Cross Society War Service 

Medal that was presented 

to local nurse Marjorie 

Slinger during the Great 

War, such a lovely        

recognition of her work! 

 

 

Art project at the Infirmary & spring cleaning at GMMM 

The Lost Manuscript 

strong room when they  

discovered a dusty,     

anonymous looking folder. 

Upon further investigation 

they discovered that the 

folder contained original 

letters and a hand-written 

score titled Carillon Chimes 

by Sir Edward Elgar. 

Carillon Chimes 

A Carillon is an instrument 

that consists of 23 bells 

which are usually housed in 

free-standing bell towers. 

The bells are played using 

a keyboard and foot pedals 

– something like an organ 

setup.  

 

 

 

 

Sir Elgar did not often write 

for this type of instrument, 

however, this specific   

composition was           

commissioned to be played 

at the opening of the     

Carillon Bell Tower in   

Lougborough Queen’s Park 

in July 1923. The   tower 

was built in honour of those 

who lost their lives in World 

War I.  

The museum was informed 

of the find and we began to 

look into the matter. What 

we discovered suggested 

that the manuscript had 

perhaps been forgotten 

rather than lost! In either 

case it is another original 

piece of Sir Elgar’s work 

and everyone is extremely 

happy that it can now be 

cared for in a suitable way 

and enjoyed by people in 

years to come. 

By Sarah Baker 

 

After another eventful few 

months, I was spoilt for 

choice what to write about. 

However, I have chosen the 

thing that seemed to grab 

the attention of the British 

public the most – the lost 

manuscript! 

The original manuscript, 

written by Sir Edward Elgar 

over 90 years ago, has  

supposedly come to light 

after almost 60 years.  

Early in February, staff from 

Charnwood Borough   

Council were clearing out a 
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By Sarah Stretton 

 

Over the past couple of 

months, the core of my 

project work has been   

compiling entries for The      

Archives Hub for both the 

Research Collections and 

The Hurd Library. The    

Archives Hub is a national 

web-based archive portal 

which acts as a gateway to 

the archives of over 200 

national institutions.        

Improving access and 

awareness is a prime    

concern for both sites and 

an important focus of my 

project work.  

Research Collections  

I’ve been creating           

collection level descriptions 

for over 10 of our           

collections. Collection level      

descriptions provide an 

overview of the contents of 

the collection, related    

archival information and 

include external links to 

collection item lists. These 

entries are now available to 

search on the Archives Hub 

webpage. I will also be   

writing an article on one of 

the collections for the 

Hub’s Feature of the 

Month, to be displayed on 

their home page in July. 

The Hurd Library  

We are currently in the       

process of registering the 

Library to the Archives Hub. 

In the meantime, I have 

begun producing draft item 

level descriptions to Hub 

standards for the Hurd 

manuscripts, which contain 

the personal                   

correspondence of Bishop 

Richard Hurd (1720-1808). 

There are 20+ letter books 

in total, for all of which I will 

be producing entries. So far 

I have produced complete 

entries for the letters     

relating to Brewood School, 

Lincoln’s Inn and            

Emmanuel College,      

Cambridge.    

Contributing to the Archives Hub 

University of Worcester Students Discover the Treasures of The Library 

Renaissance Literature  

On 20th February I designed 

and set up a tour of       

Renaissance Literature for 

Dr  Nicoleta Cinpoes from 

the University’s English        

Department. Among the 

more popular exhibits were 

Elizabethan copies of    

Reginald Scot’s The       

Discoverie of Witchcraft 

and Sebastian Münster’s 

Rudimenta Mathematica 

which contained some  

wonderful images.   

 

After their visit we uploaded 

a selection of these       

pictures to our Facebook 

page.  The students 

seemed to really enjoy their 

time with us, which        

definitely made the hard 

work pay off! 

By Tamsin Rowe 

 

Over the past couple of 

weeks we have been      

fostering our links with the 

University of Worcester by 

welcoming nearly fifty    

undergraduates to the   

Library.   

 

Archaeology and Heritage 

students  

On 16th February            

Archaeology and Heritage 

students spent a morning 

in the Cathedral finding out 

about site management.     

I talked to them about   

caring for collections and 

showed them some       

examples of manuscripts 

and artefacts.   
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A Witch’s conjuring trick from Scot’s The Discoverie of Witchcraft 
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the  Guards Regiments to 

Princess Elizabeth and 

Prince Philip as a       

wedding gift.  

Exhibition preparation 

In preparation for the 

exhibition I accessioned 

and labelled the items 

loaned to the Guildhall.    

I observed the  Museum’s 

outward loan procedure 

which includes condition    

checking and              

photographing the loan 

items, completing exit 

forms, packing and safely 

transporting the items to 

the Guildhall and the 

signing of a duplicate 

legal agreement by the 

loan recipient and the 

Museum.  

By Shabeena Anait 

 

On the last Wednesday of 

March I had the exciting 

opportunity to help install 

an exhibition at       

Worcester Guildhall.   

The exhibition celebrates 

H.M. The Queen’s         

Diamond Jubilee by  

showcasing fine porcelain 

produced for the Royal 

family and Royal        

commemorative pieces.  

The objects are mostly 

sample items from the 

former factory’s pattern 

room. The display         

Includes the Ruby       

Brigade of Guards       

service presented by          

I also gained much 

sought after exhibition 

and display experience by 

helping Wendy Cook,  

curator of the Porcelain 

Museum, and José      

Santos, long-term       

volunteer, display the 

objects in the case.  

Celebrations to mark The 

Queen’s 60 year reign  

will centre around an        

extended weekend on    

2, 3, 4 and 5 June. H.M. 

The Queen will visit       

Worcester and is     

scheduled to see the  

exhibition on  Wednesday 

11th July.  

 

 

  

HLF Skills for the Future 

in Worcestershire 

 

We are five cultural apprentices working across six different        

heritage sites in Worcestershire. We are funded by the Heritage 

Lottery Fund as part of the Skills for the Future project. These    

quarterly newsletters aim to keep you updated on all of our recent 

activities, including training, site visits and events. Each trainee will 

take a turn producing an issue of the newsletter.  

            

            

Follow the trainees on the following social media and blog sites: 

   

                            The Hurd Library & The Cathedral Library 

 

 

              The Hurd Library, The Cathedral Library, George              

 Marshall Medical Museum & The Infirmary.  

 

A very Happy Easter to all of our readers! 

 H.M. The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee exhibition  

Project Co-ordinator:            

Worcestershire Treasures 

Alex Kinnersley  

Worcestershire County   

Museum 

Hartlebury Castle 

Hartlebury 

Nr Kidderminster 

DY11 7XZ  

 

Phone: 01299 250 416 

Email: AKinnersley 

@worcestershire.gov.uk 

Jubilee exhibition case at The Guildhall 
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